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The Drop-Dead Simple Method To Making $300 Per Day OFFLINE Using CPA Offers! First, I have no

reason to try and wow you with any crazy claims or million dollar promises. Quite simply, this course will

teach you a drop-dead simple way of making a bare minimum of $300 per day with free CPA offers. I

showed this method to my 18 year old son and 3 of his friends. In their first month they did over $14,000

in free CPA offer commissions. If 4 Party Animal college kids can do this at that level, CANT YOU? What

you are about to learn in this course is a simple model that I came up with over two years ago. This model

combines my vast knowledge of offline marketing and the world of CPA marketing to produce a power

packed, job killing system that produces almost immediate income. Start Now And You Will Be Making

Money Within 3 Days...With No Articles, PPC, Forums, Youtube, SEO, Or Any Technical Knowledge

What-So-Ever! When I first went into business for myself 20 years ago, I realized two very important

things quite quickly... Every Business Needs Leads - No matter how big or small, every business in the

world needs to have a steady flow of qualified leads. Go Where The Buyers Are - In order to get those

leads, the business must go where the buyers are. Fast forward 17 years later, I get introduced to the
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world of CPA marketing by my son and I was completely amazing. It blew my mind. The concept of CPA

marketing made more sense to me than any other business venture Ive seen online...and still does today!

The problem was, how do I go where the buyers are? All these crazy CPA offers are giving away free

Ipods and gift cards. Where do I find buyers for that? I beat my head against the wall for weeks trying to

crack this mysterious code. One day, about 3 weeks after first learning about the CPA industry, my

assistant walks into my office and says Theres a new Lamaze class starting tonight. Are we sending

anyone there? BINGO! I know that may sound silly to you but remember, one of my businesses is a retail

outlet in the newborn/maternity market. Wed send workers over to the Lamaze classes in our area and

hand out coupons to the couples. Go where the buyers are! Now obviously this course has nothing to do

with coupons or pregnant ladies, but thats where the original idea came from. But I needed a HOOK to

get them to my site and to fill out the offer. This system is designed to hook your visitor and keep them

coming back converting over and over again. Yes, you will be converting the same visitor as much as 15

times...sometimes more. Now, a word of caution, youll have to rotate your offer but no worries, I show you

how to do that in a hold your hand kind of way. I came up with a simple way to target people who are

extremely passionate about ONE THING. That ONE THING is the hook that keeps them coming back for

more and more. Actually, my wife is so passionate about this ONE THING that she does it for an entire

hour straight almost nightly. People get crazy with it...they really do. I know people who do this for hours

on end. They call their friends to tell them to do it. People spend millions of dollars to tell YOU to do it.

This is so huge that... Millions of people do it daily...all year round...in every country in the world! Yes, this

is not just limited to the United States. Wherever there are people, this can and should be done! Millions

every day all around the world is quite impressive, but you know what...thats not even the good part. The

best thing about this system is that people will be doing what they are overly passionate about. Some

people love it more than their kids (dad?)...they wear shirts, paint their cars, get tattoos, travel hundreds

of miles in bumper to bumper traffic....they LOVE it. And when they go to your site and see that HOOK,

they get HOOKED! Here Are Just A Few Secrets Revealed Inside This Job Killing Mega-Course... The

Simple HOOK I Use Generate Massive Amounts Of FREE Traffic - Ill show you a simply process of how

to get people who will be passionate about the offer that they will keep coming back to our site to fill out

more and more offers. The ONE Market That Never Goes Dry - Learn the market that generates me 90 of

my online income. It never dries up and there are new people coming into it constantly. Best yet, its



virtually untouched! The Back Door Landing Page - Youll get an exact copy (all the files) of the landing

pages I use. The TV Show Twist - How Simply Turning A TV Show Made Me An Extra $3,500 Monthly! -

Includes A Video Tutorial Simple Autoresponder Add on - Ill Show You How Adding A Simple

Autoresponder Nearly Doubled My Income! All My Ads, Graphics, Templates And Websites - No Stone Is

Left Unturned! You Get My Entire Business In A Box! Just The Tip Of The Iceberg - Youll Get Many More

Tips, Tricks, Tactics And Secrets In This Course! Check Out What Youll Get... Quick Start Action Guide -

A $39 Value! The Entire Process Broken Down Into A Simple Step-By-Step Process That Anyone Can

Follow. This Quick Action Guide Is Designed To Get You Profiting Right Out Of The Gate. 2 Video

Tutorials - A $47 Value! Video 1 - The Red Zone CPA System Explained - Includes A CPA Approval

Guide Learn My Simple Way Of Getting Approved To ANY CPA Network With Ease! Ive Never Been

Denied And I Barely Have A Website Video 2 - The TV Show Twist Explained Ill Show You A Simple

Modification That Can Easily Double Your Income! The Outsourcing Handbook - A $39 Value! Ive Been

Outsourcing Way Before Outsourcing Was COOL! Now Learn My Insider Tips And Tricks To Get Things

DONE For Pennies On The Dollar. This Is Not Your Typical Outsourcing Guide!
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